section, Pheasant-Kelly's "Dark Films for Dark Times" from part 4 is especially worth discussing. Its thesis is that American fantasy films such as The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001) , Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone (2001) , and, more recently, Spielberg's Minority Report (2002) and War of the Worlds (2005) are not just mindless Hollywood blockbusters, quintessential Disneyesque action flicks; rather, they are also complex meditations on the status and role of America and its families in a post 9/11, post-Disney world. James Curtis's essay, from part 1: "Questions of Identity," first presents some basic background information on Tim Burton, including his move beyond Disney Pictures, but that studio's lingering connection to what was obviously a labor of love for Burton, The Nightmare before Christmas. Second, Curtis notes what everyone now recognizes: that The Nightmare before Christmas has become a critical and commercial success. Curtis then gets to the issue of genre and identity and argues for Nightmare as both a children's film and a family film that embodies themes and motifs such as the monster, gender, and the fairy tale. Curtis articulates several reasons why Nightmare contains a "child orientation" (72). Citing the psychoanalytic work of Karen Coats, Curtis argues that Jack's "process of self-discovery" (72) is similar to the process of "individuation" undergone by most children and therefore appropriate viewing for kids. The film also contains fairy tale elements-a genre typically associated with the child-and a sense of wonderment "commonly attributed to childhood" (73). Finally, Curtis argues, Nightmare contains a classic children's narrative pattern of "home, away, home" (73). For these reasons, Nightmare is similar to movies such as The Wizard of Oz, Pinocchio, and E. T., all of which are "child-oriented" (73).
However, Curtis notes that the movie's Shakespearian allusions, Ooogie Boogie's gambling and sexual attraction to Sally, and the film's adult-oriented narratives in general, position Nightmare as a family film. And it has become a family film for specific historical reasons. The film's evolution from "macabre children's film" (70) created in the early 1980s by the idiosyncratic Burton to canonical Hollywood family film today is due to society's "insatiable cultural desire for the sympathetic 'monster', be it werewolf, vampire, ghost, zombie or any number of other supernatural entities" (82). Nightmare has become a family film in recent years because, like the Harry Potter and Twilight franchises, it contains sympathetic monsters. This desire for a monster, Curtis argues, implies an adult, and thus family, audience.
Curtis's essay is well presented and thoughtfully laid out. There are a few issues that need to be addressed, however. First, most children's literature critics these days recognize that fairy tales are mistakenly associated with children's literature. Second, while many children's narratives follow a traditional home-away-home pattern, many postmodern narratives are also attractive to young readers and viewers. Third, doesn't the argument that Nightmare is more properly defined as a family film because of its adult-oriented content reinforce the idea that children cannot understand overly complex material? Despite these concerns, the essay has much to admire. The arguments for and against Nightmare as both children's and family film are well laid out and sure to generate further discussion about questions of identity and genre. Given the enduring popularity of The Nightmare before Christmas I can see this essay being used in classes to prompt conversations regarding how children's and family films are defined, how they overlap, who's watching what, and exactly why children and adults alike are attracted to both horrifying and sympathetic monsters.
Holly Blackford's essay from part 2: "The Child and The Family," on post-1970s Hollywood family films draws on the work of D. W. Winnicott, Lois Kuznets, Melanie Klein, Fredric Jameson, and Karl Marx to argue that films such as Toy Story, E. T., The Full Monty, or even Night at the Museum use toys to allow absent fathers to "reclaim a place in children's lives as overgrown playmates" (137). In these and similarly family-oriented movies, such as Hook, Mrs. Doubtfire or Monsters, Inc., fathers absent from the family because of divorce, for example, can return to their sons through the presence of toys. Toys permit an emotional and physical space within which sons and fathers can play, hopefully together. The toys, Blackford argues, give children "playmate fathers" (137). Blackford also notes that unfortunately the "play" (144) in these films associated with Dad makes the "routine care" (144) associated with Mom seem boring, unimaginative, and, by implication, less important. Though these films are witty, charming, inventive, and imaginative, they also reproduce, as Blackford points out, some basic gender stereotypes that devalue the vital contributions women make to child rearing.
As with Curtis's essay, I can imagine Blackford's essay being used in a classroom setting to initiate not so much questions of definition, identity, and genre, but questions of history, feminist theory, film, and changing parental roles. The argument that films reflect history is not new but what's important to stress, and for students to have reinforced, is the notion that films oriented toward children similarly reflect historical and social change. As such, children's films are complex texts. The films Blackford mentions have their amusing side but point to important issues as well. They may be geared toward children but that doesn't mean they are childish.
Of the essays in part 3: "Cinema and State," Natalie Kononenko's "Post-Soviet Parody: Can Family Films about Russian Heroes be Funny?" seems strikingly relevant today given Donald Trump's victory over Hilary Clinton in the presidential election and his alleged ties to Russia's president, Vladimir Putin. The other two essays from this section, Benita Blessing's discussion of children's films from the German Democratic Republic, and Noel Brown's discussion of Indian children's cinema, are both compelling, but Kononenko's focus on parody, family films, and Russian heroes seems most timely.
In "Narrative, Time, and Memory in Studio Ghibli Films," from part 4, Tom Ue talks thoughtfully and knowledgeably about the work of Hayao Miyazaki and Isao Takahata. Ue mentions classic Mayazaki films such as Spirited Away that can be enjoyed by the whole familyand thus aren't specifically child oriented-but warns readers that comparisons with Disney specifically are "inevitable [but] ultimately misleading" (224). For Ue, Ghibli's aesthetics are "unique" (225). Put differently, in the animation universe, there is a world beyond Disney and it is planet Ghibli.
Discussions regarding the global presence of children's and family films, and that there is more to both than Disney, have been ongoing since at least 1982 when the ChLA Quarterly published a special issue on "Commercial Culture for Children" and Douglas Street published Children's Novels and the Movies. In both of these examples, and Lucy Rollins's The Antic Art: Enhancing Children's Literary Experiences Through Film and Video (1993) , Disney is rarely mentioned, even though the association between both Disney and children's films continued to hold sway in the public imagination. More recently, books such as Childhood and Cinema (2008) , The Child in Film (2010) , The Enchanted Screen: The Unknown History of Fairy-Tale Films (2011 ), Lost and Othered Children (2014 ), and Family Films in Global Cinema: The World Beyond Disney (2015 continue the dialogue regarding the relationship between children's and family films and the global, post-Disney nature of both initiated in the early 1980s. Showcasing essays on films from Brazil, England, Germany, Japan, and Russia, Family Films clearly argues that there is a whole filmic world beyond Disney.
